Understanding
Product Coatings
Specifying the right coating to guarantee
the long-term success of your building

Introduction
The condition of coating finishes on the exterior of
buildings can leave a lasting impression on both
visitors and those working within. A faded exterior with
flaking paints or coatings can create a negative opinion
whilst a well-maintained exterior automatically conveys
confidence and reliability. Therefore, the decision you
make during the design and specification phase can
and will have a lasting impact that goes beyond the
excitement of opening day.

Whilst advances in manufacturing and chemistry have
provided us with an almost unlimited choice when it
comes to paints and coatings, this can be a curse as
well as a benefit. Not only are there more colours to
choose from but designers can also choose to develop
a custom colour to meet their specific design needs.
This increased range of options also increases the risk
of choosing an inappropriate product that does not
offer the protection the exterior needs to cover its
required lifespan.

This situation is compounded by there being what
appear to be similar products on offer in the market at
a range of different prices. Whilst the paint or coating
with the lowest cost can seem to be a bargain, it may
only have half the lifespan of the higher priced solution
i.e. “Cost vs Value”.

In this whitepaper, we take a look at this
often-underappreciated topic in more detail and help
you to make an informed decision when choosing the
product and coating for your next project.

Where to start?
With so much choice combined with the same amount
of risk, how can architects and designers make the right
choice? The answer is to understand the differences and
what to look for during the project planning process.
This will vastly improve your chances of success.
It may seem obvious but one of the most important
considerations of quality and performance is cost. As
you may expect, the cost of coatings and finishes
increases along with their quality. That is because
higher quality coatings have higher cost components to
go along with their superior performance.

Beware of long warranties on cheaper
coatings
The old adage “if it sounds too good to be true it
probably is” is a good one to keep in mind when
discussing product warranties with a supplier or
manufacturer. As mentioned earlier, there are many
products that can look and sound similar, but it is the
little details that you need to be aware of.
With regards to choosing powder coated products, keep
in mind that the only way for these coatings to match
the performance of fluoropolymer coil coating is if they
use a PVF3 or Fluoropolymer Powder which is not only
expensive but is extremely brittle which means that it
cannot be post fabricated.

What are the main Aluminium Coatings?
Powder-coating (GOOD)
These types of aluminium coatings come in different
grades but were actually only ever developed as an
industrial coating and, because of this, the standard
Dulux Duralloy and Interpon D1000 coatings were
launched with only a 7-year warranty. Unfortunately,
other product manufacturers over time have pushed
these warranties beyond their intended requirements; in
some cases, as much as doubling the time period.

The 2-Coat Fluoropolymer Coating (BETTER)
These PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) coatings consist of
two-coats of finish as well as a corrosion inhibitive
primer and are then sealed with a fluoropolymer
topcoat. They are ideal for applications requiring greater
flexibility as well as abrasion and corrosion resistance.
More importantly they come with a genuine 15-year
warranty.

The 3-Coat Fluoropolymer Coating (BEST)
This is also a PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) based
system but these coatings offer a three-coat system
with an extra UV layer that consists of a urethane
primer, a fluoropolymer colour coat, and a clear topcoat
to seal and protect the entire system. The aim of the
third layer is to act as a sunblock that is especially
important to consider when designing buildings to
withstand Australia’s harsh UV climate. Due to their
superiority, the 3-Coat system comes with a genuine
20-year warranty as supplied by global paint
manufacturers.

You may also see inflated warranties for 2-Coat systems.
Anything higher than 15 years should be viewed with
caution as trusted global coating manufacturers such as
PPG and AkzoNobel will only provide a 15-year warranty
on this coating system.
The system that can guarantee the longest proven and
tested performance is the three-coat system. Therefore,
if longevity of your design is important then this should
help whittle down your choice of product.

Why do suppliers provide
warranties?
A warranty should be your safeguard
and something to fall back on should
the coating on the product fail during
the time period stated in the warranty
document. Requests for longer
warranties from customers or offers of
longer warranties by suppliers can
cause confusion especially if they go
beyond the scope of the paint
manufacturers recommended and tested
periods. By knowing the true
performance limits of the coating your
choice will ensure that your warranty is
still a safeguard should you need it.

“If it sounds too good to
be true, it probably is.”
How do you protect your
coatings?
It is a fact of life that exterior cladding
panels have to contend with many
weather and environmental conditions
that can have an impact on their
longevity and performance. As
mentioned, the 3-coat Coat system has
a built-in layer of protection that acts
like a sunblock for your building.
However, this does not mean that the
coating can be solely responsible for
protecting the building. In addition to
weather and environmental conditions,
buildings can also suffer from exposure
to pollution, dirt and other atmospheric
debris.
A regular schedule for the care and
maintenance of your panels should be
provided by the supplier or
manufacturer on completion of the
project and should be followed to
reduce any risk to the performance of
the panels during their lifetime period.
Not doing so can also lead to your
warranty being voided.

Products with 3-Coat Systems
Currently in Australia there are few products that offer as
standard the guaranteed 3-Coat system with its
guaranteed 20-year warranty. However, below are a
couple of options:
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NCP (Non-combustible Panel)

SAP (Solid Aluminum Panel)

Used extensively in the construction market since [date],
this popular exterior (and interior) non-combustible
cladding panel consists of a 4mm aluminium core.
Manufactured from high grade aluminium throughout,
this product has a skin thickness of 0.7mm (top) and
0.5mm (rear) and is separated by an aluminium core.
The top layer is also finished with the highly durable
PVDF KYNAR 500 paint system.

SAP is one of many 3mm solid aluminium products
currently available to the Australian construction market.
However, it is the only one to offer a 3-Coat system as
standard. It is also the only solid metal panel product to
be made from premium 5052 marine grade aluminium.
This product has been a popular choice as a replacement
for non-compliant cladding products as well as for new
building projects.

Other Benefits
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AS1530.1 & AS1530.3 tested
Non-combustible
Uses German technology
100% recyclable
Weatherproof Test AS/NZS 4284:2008
Lightweight
AAMA-2605 Test Report

AS1530.1 & AS1530.3 tested
Non-combustible
Marine Grade Aluminium
100% recyclable
Weatherproof Test AS/NZS 4284:2008
Hail Impact Report
AAMA – 2605 Test Report

Warranty

Warranty

3-coat system - 20 year warranty
2-coat system - 15 year warranty

3-coat system - 20 year warranty
2-coat system - 15 year warranty

What about Coatings on
Perforated Panels?

Our Advice

With regards to perforated and decorative panels, it is worth
nothing that these products are subject to the same
requirements when it comes to coatings and warranties.
Therefore, whether the outer skin is flat or has had shapes
routed or die-cut into it, the coating you choose will
determine the longevity of the product and ultimately your
building design.

There is a lot of information available surrounding coatings
which can lead to it being an overwhelming topic to
understand. Alternatively, too much can be expected of the
supplier in terms of explaining the differences or even
knowing them in the first place. Remember that the coating
is only one part of the product - it just happens to be a
particularly important part!

These products are becoming increasingly popular amongst
specifiers as they provide a new level of creativity. They are
used both as a decorative feature or sometimes as a full
exterior screen. This means that the coating that you
choose on these products will have an impact (positive or
negative) depending on the coating choice that you make
during the design process.

The aim of this whitepaper has been to provide you with
enough information to help you make an informed decision
on which coating to use on your next project and to ask the
right questions of your supplier/manufacturer to ensure that
you are getting something today that will last for tomorrow
and beyond.
When considering which coating to choose for your next
project or reflecting on choices you have already made,
remember that the exterior is what makes the first and last
impression. What do you want that impression to be?

About Aodeli
We are a provider of “Fire Safe” premium aluminium
façade panels to the construction market throughout
Australia. In the development of our range of cladding
solutions, quality has been at the forefront.
That is one of the main reasons that we offer a 3-Coat
system as standard and 2-Coat on request, and not vice
versa. This provides the designers and specifiers that
work with our products the confidence that their
building will stand the test of time.
Our reputation for colour matching is also strong as
shown by the cover project – HOTA Gallery, Gold Coast.
This iconic construction project features 11 custom
matched finishes on the exterior, all on SAP panels and
with the 3-Coat system. This important building, which
opened its doors in May 2021, looks as magnificent now
as it will do in 20 years’ time.
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